Leading Edge

Geoff Watts : Back to earth now,time for something a bit brassy.

(Brass band plays)

Brass bands have had a good showing in the past week,as they tend to as they tend to on any royal occasion. No disrespect to the many instrumentalists involved in the Jubilee celebrations,but I wonder how many of them realise that a spot of science could have helped them give give even better performances?
As any trumpet or cornet player will tell you,tiny changes to the dimensions of certain key parts of an instrument can make a big difference to the way it sounds. in practice this may mean tweaking the instrument one way for a jazz sound,another for an orchestral work. There's a real art to getting the sound just right,and as Gareth Mitchell has been finding out,there's now  a science too. He's been to the Open University to learn how physics is helping instrument designers make objective comparisons between the components of different cornets and trumpets.

(Cornet plays)

Gareth Mitchell : Well it is nice to start off with a bit of Cornet playing.Now I'm here in one of the acoustics labs here at the Open University,and the music we just heard was courtesy of Angela Whelan who plays for the Fine Arts Brass Ensemble,and the all important bit in terms of how the instrument sounds,is the lead pipe,so to start with what do you mean by the lead pipe,which part of the instrument is that?

Angela Whelan : Well the lead pipe is essentially the part we play obviously in a mouthpiece,it makes it a bit more comfortable,the mouthpiece goes straight into the lead pipe,for brass bands we'd use a Cornet mouthpiece,we need quite a mellow sound for that,so we would had a lead pipe that would give us that sort of noise. For orchestral playing we would take out that lead pipe,put another one in,so we could have much more brilliant noise,much more direct noise,which would blend in with the trumpet section.

[It's interesting that the musician doesn't describe the change as "a higher set of frequencies at the top end of the range" or some other description that describes ACTUALLY what the difference is but uses terms like "direct" and "brilliant" which are rather more subjective - LB]

Gareth Mitchell :  Okay,well Angela the instrument you're playing was built and manufactured and designed by Richard Smith who's also here,and you're an instrument designer,and Smith Watkins Brass. Richard,to get the lead pipe to get the lead pipe to do the kind of things that Angela and the other musicians want them to do,presumably,in conventional instrument design is a bit trial and error?

Richard Smith : That's right,and it's a process we call logical incrementation,which means what you tried out the day before you modify a bit and just see if it's improved a bit.

[This is an "experiential honing" by trial and error (guessing more accurately each time by feedback) and is how subjective "rules of thumb" are born,which are working blindly to adjust characteristics understood by science and given actual laws for the interaction so that no one has to work blindly - in the case of what sounds "more brilliant" the subjective assessment would need to be translated into actual frequency changes in the harmonics - LB]

Gareth Mitchell :  Doesn't sound incredibly logical to me at all! But you're trying to make it a bit more scientific then are you? Because tiny changes in the dimensions of the lead pipe make all the difference in terms of the sound that you end up getting out of the other end of the Cornet or your Trumpet.

Richard Smith : Yes we're talking about a variation of about 0.1 to 0.03 of a millimetre change in diameter and that's almost a hair's thickness difference between one pipe and another and it's virtually impossible to measure inside the tube without actually chopping the tube up into centimetre lengths and measuring it- but then you've lost the lead pipe that you had in the first place!

Gareth Mitchell :  Slightly defeats the object! So it's just as well that David Sharp is here,a physicist here at the Open University,and I couldn't help looking up in the University phone book that you're down as D Sharp,so there's a bit of an E flat gag I think (laughter) in the background there!
So David the technique that you're using is pulse reflectometry,to get a closer look at what's going on inside there lead pipes,so what is that exactly?

David Sharp : Right,well what we do is we send a sound pulse just  like a finger click into the instrument or the pipe that we're wanting to measure and effectively we have a microphone set up to record the echoes that come back from that instrument. These echoes basically act like a fingerprint for the instrument,and we can feed that acoustic fingerprint into a computer and it calculates the internal dimensions of the instrument.

Gareth Mitchell :  Well I don't know about you David,but I am in the mood for a bit of pulse reflectometry,so let's put some of Angela's lead pipes to the test. We've got  a couple here to try our. So Angela you've got one loaded into the instrument,so if you can give us a burst on that one.

(Angela plays)

So that's lead pipe number one,and now Richard's putting another lead pipe on the instrument,so this is lead pipe number two.

(Angela plays a brighter sound)

Right so,let's put those lead pipes under analysis then. So first of all,lead pipe number one David,that you have in your hand,and we're about to attach it to all this equipment you have set up on the lab bench,talk us through what you're doing here.

David Sharp : Right,well what I'm going to do first of all is attach the instrument to the pulse reflectometer which is attached to a coil of copper tubing which directs the sound into the instrument that we're measuring,and we can actually identify the fingerprint on the oscilloscope,

Gareth Mitchell : So  that clicking noise is the pulse reflectometer doing it's thing?

David Sharp :  That's right.

Gareth Mitchell :  And we can see a trace coming up now on the oscilloscope,and to my very untrained eye,what we're seeing on the screen looks like some kind of squiggle to me,I'm sure it's more meaningful to you than it is to me,but I suppose what we're really going to see now,is if we try lead pipe number two,we should see a difference on that screen? Can we put to the test?

David Sharp :   Yes.

Gareth Mitchell :   So we're just attaching another lead pipe on  to the pulse reflectometer,so this is lead pipe number two,and even I can see that there is a  marked difference between those two lead pipes,and so ultimately what this equipment can give you then David,is the all important internal profile of these lead pipes isn't it

David Sharp :  That's right,once we've recorded the echoes that return from the instrument,we can feed into a computer,the computer analyses those echoes,and calculates the internal profile of the instrument that we're measuring.

Gareth Mitchell :    As an instrument designer then Richard,how does all that resonate with you?

Richard Smith :  Yes I think the overall problem that I'm trying to look at is because I have contact with players I can find out their reaction to these different shapes and profiles of bores and so on,but I can also relate that to the scientific aspect as far as the resonance and vibration of materials and so on.

Gareth Mitchell :    And I note that you've got a printout here of the different instruments that you offer,so for instance there's one here you can have smaller pipes for a lighter sound,a slightly larger pipe,which is a good all rounder,good for soloists for instance,you have others that suit jazz playing,so for somebody like you Angela,presumably this kind of data means that you can very accurately determine what a particular instrument's going to sound like without you having to try loads of them out on different settings?

Angela Whelan :  Absolutely,whereas 50 years ago perhaps,people might have just been an orchestral player,or just been a jazz player,the work just isn't there now,so effectively what we have to be is really versatile,and if you  have to be versatile then obviously  you need quite a lot of instruments,but with the Smith Watkins Trumpets,then we don't have to have as many instruments,what we can have is lots of lead pipes and one Trumpet that's going to cover the entire job,which for us is absolutely perfect.

Gareth Mitchell :   Which is good news all round.Well thank you all very much and perhaps Angela you could play us out on a voluntary basis. [I think she should change to the jazz lead pipe now - it sounds like the Sally Army is having a concert! -LB]

Angela Whelan :  I certainly can.

(Angela plays)

Geoff Watts : Angela Whelan of the Fine Art Brass Ensemble - the reporter was Gareth Mitchell,for once not blowing his own trumpet.

[No it's not good to blow one's own,best to get someone else to do it -LB]

Roger,that item was about getting the best from existing musical instruments but some people have suggested,how seriously I don't know,that we could still be inventing new ones? [See Material World 54]

Roger Highfield : That's right.There are some rather wonderful musical free spirits out there,who are still trying to develop novel instruments based on principles that aren't exploited in conventional brass instruments,so they can create some unusual and somewhat eccentric sounds,

[Personally I find microtonal scaling interesting because of the maths element behind the even tempered scale not being the "whole enchilada" - modern synthesisers can cope with microtonal scaling - in particular Yamaha tone generators maybe the DX type synths - by comparison traditional instruments are rather staid and boring and stick to ordinary "notes" -though as with some cultural music or genres one requires to develop an "ear" by understanding what is going on within the structure -LB]

and one of them for example,is he fire organ which uses heat to drive   oscillations,which obviously are the oscillations that we perceive as sounds and you can sometimes hear the same oscillations during a rocket launch,but in the case of the fire organ,a French artist and performer Michel Mouglier I think is the way you pronounce his name has developed this organ consisting of hundreds of stainless steel pipes which he plays with flaming torches.
[ I think I've seen this - I think it's something to do with burning the air out of the pipe by holding the torch over it - and then air rushes back in,the pipes providing the frequency of vibration - LB]

You can actually do this at home if you want....

Geoff Watts : Oh I wouldn't advise it though!

Roger Highfield : You just need a glass tube and a blow torch and you put a wire screen about a quarter of the way into the tube - heating it till red hot,stand back and withdraw the blow torch,and you'll hear this strange organ like musical tone emerge.

[Seems to me - that process could be modelled on a PC in C+ utilising the physical laws of heat and sound - a "safe" fire organ - LB]

There you are - something for the listeners to try out!

Geoff Watts : Yes or not as the case may be! (laughter) Very briefly one more Roger?

Roger Highfield :  There's also the Daxaphone,invented by Hans Riechel and that can be thought of as a relative of two schoolboy favourites,it's a combination of the ruler being twanged on a table top [Another model for C+ -LB]
and also the musical saw [Probably easier to model -LB],and again makes pretty peculiar noises,and I'm sure that's something else that perhaps people can,perhaps...there's probably a website out there with lots of details of how to make your own Daxaphone and drive the neighbours nuts.

Geoff Watts : Yes sounds a bit safer,Roger thanks. Roger Highfield of the Telegraph. Next week a puzzling question about elephants,why should a creature with such big ears use it feet to detect sound. Personally speaking,I find the trumpeting sounds better when heard in the conventional way,especially if it's of the Grimethorpe kind,goodbye!

(Grimethorpe band plays out)

[Elephants use their feet,because SMS and internet communications keep failing  -keeping your feet on the ground helps to keep you from having your head in the clouds,that is unless you're the BFG -whereupon you can do both at once -LB]



















